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sumlARY

The aercdynsnic characteristics of several noncircul.artwo-dimensional
cylinders with axes normal to the stream at various flow incidence (anal-
ogous to angles of attack of a two-dimensional airfoil and obtained by
rotating the cylinders about their axes) for a range of Reynolds nmbers
have been determined from low-speed wind-tunnel tests. The results indi-
cate that these parameters have rather large effects on the hag end side
force developed on these cy13nders. The side force is especially critical
end very often undergoes a change in sign with a chenge in Reynolds num-
ber. Since the flow incidence correspond to ccmbined sngles of attack
and sideslip in the crossflow plane of three-dimensional bodies, these
two-dimensional results appear to have strong implications with regard to
directional stability of fusekges at high angles of attack. These impli-
cations, along with those associated with
of aircraft, are briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

the spin-recovery characteristics

Because of the current trend toward low-aspect-ratiowings and lerge-
volume fuselages with long nose lengths, the relative importance of the
fuselage contribution to the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft con-
figurations is increasing rapidly. In addition, considerations such as
inlet locations, engine installations, and wing-fuselage interference
have led to a variety of fuselage cross sections. As indicated in refer-
ence 1, for example, cross section can have considerable effect on both
the longitudinal end lateral aerodynsn&c chsracteristicsj especially at
high angles of attack. Lerge effects of cross section have also been
observed in spin investigations such as that reported in reference 2
where the cross section of the fuselage titerbody was varied. h view
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of the trend toward increased fuselage length ahead of both the center of
gravity and the wing, it might be expected that the spin characteristics k
of current aircraft would be affected to an even greater.extent by changes
in forebody cross section. Although the effects of fuselage cross section.
on the flow field in the vicinity of the empennage have large effects on
stability, large effects have also been traced to direct fuselage forces.
Thus, a better understanding of the effect of cross section on the fuse-
lage forces, especially at combined angles of attack snd sideslip, is

.-

believed to be of value to the aircraft designer. Since, even for circu-
lar cross sections, a large part of the forces encountered are associated
with crossflow separatism, it would appear that empirical methods, such
as those developed in references 3 and 4, must be resorted to at the
present time. In these methods the flow past the body is resolved into
two components, one parallel to the body axis snd one normal to it. It
is then assumed that the crossflow is independent of the axial flow and
therefore related to the flow about a cylinder at right mgles to the
flow. However, for the extremely high singlesof attack often encountered

..

in spins, the problems involving the degree of interdependencebetween
the crossflow and sxial.flow (see ref. 5) are lsrgely eliminated. For
both these methods, it is necessm?y to have a knowledge of the forces on
a two-dimensional cylinder normal to the flow and having the same cross h

section as the fuselage in question. For a circulsr fuselage at any
attitude or noncircular fuselages in a pure pitch or sideslip attitude,
only the crossflow drag of the corresponding cylinder need be lamwn, and

9.

a considerable smount of this information is available (refs. 6 and 7).
However, for noncirculsr fuselages at combined angles of attack and side-
slip, the resultant force on the equivalent cylinder at a flow incidence
corresponding to the combined angle of attack,and sidesup must be @o~. -—-1-”:
For the most part, available two-dimensional-cylinderdata for shapes
other than airfoil and elliptical (ref. 8) are liml.tedto zero flow inci-
dence. One exception is the results for the triangular cylinder of refer-
ence 7j however, these data are limited to rather low Reynolds numbers.

The purpose of the present investigation,therefore, is to determine
the forces on several noncircular two-dimensional cylinders with axes
normal to the stresm at--~ariousflow incldences (smalogous to angles of
attack of a two-dimensional airfoil and obtained by rotating the cyldnders
about their axes) for a range of Reynolds numbers and to make a limited
correlation with three-dimensionalbodies at combined angles of attack
and sideslip.. -. .-—

SYMBOLS

#

The convention used with regad to flow inclination, cylinder refer- “
ence dimensions, and the direction and positive sense of the aerodynamic
coefficients are presented in figure 1. The aerodynamic coefficients and w
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w
Reynolds numbers have been corrected for the effects of the wind-tunnel
walls by the method of reference 9. The definitions of the symbols used

+ throughout the paper ere as follows:

A

b

b.

Cd

.

d

C-Y

D

L

M

R

r

maximum fuselage cross-sectional exea

maximum projected width of cylinder normal to flow for given
flow incidence

maximum width of cylinder normal to flow at zero flow
incidence

section drag coefficient,

Force in strea direction per unit length

~%n2

yawing-moment coefficient of fuselage

maximum depth of cylinder pmill.el to flow at zero flow
incidence

sect’ionlongitudinal-force coefficient,

Longitudinal force per unit length

b~V202 n

Side force
side-force coefficient of fuselagey ~ ~

section side-force

section side-force

coefficient, Side force per unit length

boZ%n2

coefficient

maximum dismeter of fuselage

total length of fuselage

length of fuselage reezwerd of

Mach number

Reynolds number

corner radius

based on co

center of gravity

i
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v

effective side area of fuselage

free-stream velocity for three-dimensionalbodies b

free-strem velocity for cylinders normal to flow (see fig. 1)
or velocity component normal to axis of three-dimensional
body

Cartesian coordinates of fuselage (see table I)

angle of attack of fuselage

angle of sideslip of fuselage

free-stream air density

angle of flow incidence in plsme normal to axis of two-
dimensional cyMnder or three-dimensionalbody

.—

rate of spin —.
s

M3DEIS AND EQUIPMENT

Detaih of the cross section of each cylinder tested are presented
in figure 2(a), smd.a photograph (taken from the downstream side) of the
cylinder having a modified triangular cross section mounted in the wind
tunnel is shown in figure 2(b). The models were constructed of mahogany
and were lacquered to produce smooth surfaces. The sq~e cylinder
hating the smRIJ.corner radii was made considerably larger than the other
cylinders in order to make possible the attainment of supercritical
Reynolds nunibers,which would be e~ected to be considerably higher for
this shape thanfu the cross sections having the larger radii (ref. 6);

The cylinders were tested in the Lsmgley 300-MHI 7- by 10-foot
tunnel, and they spanned the tunnel from floor to ceiX.ng (fig. 2(b)).
In order to minimize any effects which might be caused by air leakage
through the small clearance gaps where the cylinders passed through the
floor and ceiling, each of the cylinders was equipped with an end plate
(fig. 2(b)). The forces and moments developed on the cylinders were
measured by means of a mechanical balance system.

In order to determine the degree to which the side-force character-
istics of the two-dimensional cylinders might be indicative of the
directional stability characteristics of three-dimensionalbodies at
high angles of attack, three fuselages were also teste~in the 300-MPH

—
.- —

r
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w
7- by 10-foot tunnel. Detath of
same longitudinal distribution of

d

5

the fuselages, all of which had the
cross-sectional area, sre presented

in table I. The fuselages had ccmstaut sections from $ = 0.3200 to
x–= 0.7534, and for the rectsmgulsr fuselages the secti&s were identical
L
to those of the two-dimensional cyllnders. Forward and rearward of this
constant section, there was a gradual transition to a circular cross
section.

RESULTS

The basic data sre presented in figures 3 to 8 as a function of
Reynolds nuuiber. The circulsr cylinder was included in the investiga-
tion to provide an end point for the corner-radius series end to sf’ford
a comparison with previous investigations to determine whether any
serious interference effects existed nesr the walls because of the gaps
and end plates. The results for the circular cy~nder of the ~esent
investigation are compsred with the results of references 10 and 11 and

* the agreement shown (see fig. 3) indicates that no serious interference
effects existed, and this fact is also assumed to be true for the non-

4 circular cyllnders of the present investigation. Bdcause of the small
size of the cylinder of reference I.1,supercritical Mach numbers
(M >0. 4) were encountered at Reynolds numbers beyond that indicated
by the tick.

The basic data for the noncircular cylinders me presented in fig-
ures 4 to 8, where both the section longitudinal-force coefficient Cx
and the section side-force coefficient Cy are presented as functions

of Reynolds nuniberfor various sngles of flow incidence @. The ‘body
sxes rather than the wind exes were used for presentation of the data
in order to simplify the estimation of the stability characteristics
of fuselages, since the currently preferred practice is to relate fuse-
lage characteristics to the bcdy axes. It is important to keep in mind
that for sll the basic data (figs. 4 to 8) the aerodymsmic coefficients
are based on bo, the maximum cyllnder width normal to the stream at
@ = 0° (fig. 1)● AJ.thougJthe side force at small and moderate flow
incidence is usually more dependent upon the depth co, tie width was
used to provide consistency between Cx and Cy. However, in some of

the summery figures, the side-force coefficients are based on co in

order to illustrate certain points and these coefficients will be indi-
cated by the use of a prime.

. Data for the square cylinders were obtained onJy for flow incidence
up to $$= 47 inasmuch as the data for other angles canbe obtainedby

d
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properly converting the angles and forces. However, for the rectangular
and triangular cylinders, data had to be obtained up t~. @ = 90°. In
presenting the data for the rectangular cylinder, however, it was believed
that application to fuselages at high angles_of attack-might be facili-
tated by presenting the data for flow-incidence ranges from O0 to 45° for
a rectangular cylinder with its major sxis p.qrallelto the stream (cor-
responding to a deep fuselage) at @ = 0° and for a rectangular cylinder
with its major sxis normal to the stream (correspondingto a shallow
fuselage) at @ = OO. Of course, data for the complete range of flow
incidence can be obtainedby converting incidence angles, exchmging
force coefficients, and correcting for the coefficient reference lengths.

The Reynolds nuniberused throughout the present investigation is
based on the velocity Vn and on the maximum depth of.the cylinder
parallel to the velocity at @ = OO.

It should be pointed out that the Reynolds number variation was
obtained during the increasing-velocityporti,onof the_test. As the
tunnel velocity was reduced, however, a hysteresis effect was sometimes
observed which appeared to reduce the critical Reynolds number by as
much as 200,000 in some cases. Since it was rather difficult to hold
the tunnel velocity in the region of the critical Reynolds number, the
velocity pulsations combined with the hysteresis effect may have had _

.

ii

—

some effect on the plateau observed in the
(See figs. 4(a) and 4(b).)

DISCUSSION

In this section, a limited discussion

data in the traiwitionregion.
..F_

—-— ,—.._ —.

of the application of the
results of this investigation is presented. ,Thisdiscussion consists

.-

of some brief remarks with regard to the effects of Refiolds number and- “-
——

cross sectim on the drag and side-force coefficients of two-dimensional
cylinders and the implications of these res~ts with regard to the sta-
bility of aircraft at large angles of attack such as those encountered
in spins. .—

Drag of Two-Dimensional Cylinders -—

The section drag coefficient of square cylinders of various corner-
radius ratios (r/bo) at fd=o” are plotted against Reynolds nuiiber

in figure 9(a). The results for the cylinders having _$- = 0.080 and 0.241j

are from the present investigation,whereas the results for the other s
cylinders were obtained from reference 6. The results presented in the

.-

b
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upper plot of figure 9(a) indicate a rather large effect of corner radius

d on both the section drag coefficient end the critical.Reynolds number;
both increase as the radius is decreased. This increase is, of course,
associated with the more pronounced separation at the corners caused by
the increasing severity of the adverse pressure gradients as the radius
is reduced. The rather large effect of radius on the criticsl Reynolds
nunibermakes it somewhat difficult to predict, by interpolation, the
drag variation for radii other then those presented. In an attempt to
alleviate this situation, the critical Reynolds numbers have been forced
to coincide by means of an empirical factor applied to the Reymlds num-
ber, and the data have been replotted in the lower part of figure 9(a).
It appesrs that, for the usual engineering accuracy required, only a
vertical interpolation need be made to obtain the drag variation for any

radius between
~= ‘“om ‘d 0“333”

Figure 9(b) presents the results for the diamond cylinders - that
is, the ssme square cylinders rotated 45° to the stream. Although the
section drag coefficient is based on the maximum width normal to the
stresm b, the corner radii are nondimensionalized by b. for convenience

● in comparing the results with those from figure 9(a). For this,condition,
it will be noted that, although the corner radius has a large effect on

$ the critical Reynolds number, it has only a slight effect on the magni-
tude of the section drag coefficient at subcritical Reynolds nuuibers,at
least for values of r/h. less then 0.333. The subcritical drag char-
acteristics of the diamond cylinders are therefore considerably different
from those of the square cylinders. AMo, the drag characteristics of
the circular cylinder are more similsr to those of the diamond cylinders
(fig. 9(b)) than those of the square cylinders (fig. 9(a)). For example,
both the circular and dimnond cross sections etibit a gradual transi-
tion from subcritical to supercritical fluw conditions, whereas the square
cyllnders exhibit a rapid transition for the range of radii investigated.
Some of these observations maybe explained, to some extent at least, by
the theoretical.pressure distributions presented in figure 10. These
distributions were calculated by the method of reference 12. The pres-
sure distributions indicate, as might be expected, that the general
character of the flow about the diamond cross section with round corners
is considerably more similsr to the flow about the circular cross section
than about the square cross sectim with round corners. In view of this
similarity, it is not surprising that the general drag characteristics
of the circular cylinder are similar to those of the diamond series. The
extreme adverse pressure gradients encountered on the dismond cross sec-
tion, despite large corner radii, would lead one to belleve that the
breakaway point is very near the position of maximwn width and probably
accounts for the fact that the subcritical drag is relatively independent

●

of corner radius and is considerably higher thsn that for the circular
cylinder (fig. 9(b)). The transition in subcritical drag characteristics

*
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between the square cylinders,which are extremely sensitive ti corner
radius, and the diamond cylinders, which are relatively insensitive to
corner radius, is shown in figure I-1. In this figure the section drag
coefficient, which is based on the respective maximum projected widths
normal to the flow b, is plotted as a function of the incidence of
flow @ for various corner radii; the sqwre cylinders correspond to
@= 0° andthedimnond cylinders correspond to #=45°. In addition to
the results of the present investigation, the variation of cd with @ _

(.=O),for shap corners & as obtained from reference 13, is presented.

The results from reference 6, which were obtained only for @ = 0° and 45°,
axe also presented. The data indicate a rather rapid reduction in drag
associated with em increase in incidence @ over a moderate range with
the minimum drag occurring at different values of @ depending upon the
corner radius. The effect of corner radius Mminishes rapidly as the
drag rises beyond the incidence for minimum drag, and for incidence
above about 30° there is essentially no effect of corner radius.

—.
.—

.
For the drag characteristics of cylinders having other shapes, the

reader is referred to ff$ures 6, 7, and 8 and references 6, 7, and 8. —
w

Side Force Developed on Two-Dimensional Cylinders
v

A knowledge of the side forces developed on variQYs two-~mensio%l
cylinders for a range of fluw incldences and Reynolds numbers might be
valuable in predicting, at least qualitatively (by crossflow methods
similar to those of refs. 3 and 4), the directional stability character-
istics of aircraft fuselages at high angles Of attack._ ~is i~ormation
should be particularly useful in the case of spinning where extremely
high angles of attack are often encountered, since for these conditions
the effect of the axial flow on the crossflow is minimized. It should
be kept in mind that the flow-incidence single @ corresponds to the
incidence of the crossflow component of the free-stream velocity about
a three-dimensionalbody at various combinations of angle of attack a
and angle of sideslip ~. For example, at a.gi.venangle of sideslip, a
small value of @ corresponds to a large @e of attack whereas a large
value of @ corresponds to a small singleof attack. The actual relation-
ships will be discussed in the section entitled “Directional Stability
and Spinning Characteristics of Three-DimensionalB&iies.”—

“-

In figures 4 to 8, the basic section data obtained for the various
noncircular two-dimensional cylinders shown in figure 2(a) are presented
as a function of Reynolds number for various values of.the fluw inci-
dence $. Note that Reynolds number, cross section, and flow incidence
all have a rather large effect on the side force developed by two- *

dimensional cylinders. Some of the more striking effects are illustrated —

u
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h in figure 12, where
a flow incidence of

9

comparisons of various cross sections are made for
~~o. In the upper plot of figure 12(a) the veria-

tion of section side-force coefficient with Reynolds number is presented
d for the two square cylinders - one having a corner-radius ratio (r/bo)

of 0.080 and the other hating a corner-radius ratio of 0.245. The
results indicate that positive values of side-force coefficient (corre-
sponding to a negative lift-curve slope for a two-dimensional airfoil)
are developed at the lower Reynolds numbers for both of the squsre
cyldnders. Above a Reynolds number of about 650,000, the square cylinder
having the corner-radius ratio r/h. of 0.2~5 develops a large negative
side-force coefficient (correspondingto a positive Mft-curve slope)
which is in fair agreement with the theory for a flat plate (-2Ytsin @.

The large effect of Reynolds number cam be qualitatively explained
by the foldowing sketches which are based on tuft surveys:

%

Subcritical Reynolds number Supercritical

u
Reynolds number

Sketch (a) Sketch (b)

The surveys indicate that, at subcritical Reynolds numbers (sketch (a)),
the flow separates at the left leading corner because of the strong
adverse pressure gradient and that the stream is deflected in a direction
which produces a force into the cross-wind component (++ ● However,

at supercritical Reynolds numbers (sketch (b)), the flow remains attached
and is deflected an smount approximately equal to the angle of flow inci-
dence ~, as indicated by both the tuft surveys snd the agreement with
the flat-plate theory (-2fisin @). The adverse gradients are consider-
ably more severe for the square cylinders having the shsrper corners
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($= ‘“om)
●

them for those having values of & of 0.245; therefore,

the separated flow persists to a mch higher Re~olds number (fig. 12(a)). &
Although supercriticalReynolds numbers are “notattainea for the cyllnder

with — = 0.080, the results indicate that transition begins at a Reynolds
;0

nuriberof about 1,500,000, and, at the highest Reynolds nuniberattained,
the section side-force coefficient has decreased to almost zero. It is
interesting to note that the critical Reynolds number, if based on corrier ‘“ -
radius, would be approximately the same for the two cylinders.

The results presented in the lower part of figureJ2(a) indicate
that the section side-force characteristicsfor the trhngular cylinder
are considerably different from those of the squsre cylinders. At 10W

Reynolds numbers a small negative side-force coefficient occurs, whereas
at the higher Reynolds numbers a fairly hrge positive side-force coef-
ficient occurs. This general trend is opposite to that observed for the
squsre cylinders and might be explained by the foil.owirigsketches which
are based on tuft studies:

Subcritical Reynolds

Sketch (c)

nuniber SupercriticalReynolds number

Sketch (d)
-.

At subcritical Reynolds numbers (sketch (c)), the flow separates at both
leading corners, and only a,smal.1negative side-force coefficient is
developed. However, at supercriticalReynolds numbers, the flow attaches ‘“#
on the right-hand corner (sketch (d)), which has the least adverse pres-
sure gradient, and is deflected in a direction that pr-educesa positive

-w”‘-
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side force. Note that the flow is deflected in the same directionby
the triangular cylinder at supercritical Reynolds numbers (sketch (d))

. as by the square cylinder at subcritical Reynolds numbers (sketch (a))
and this fact apparently accounts for the opposite trends with Reynolds
nuniberbetween the two cross sections.

Figure 12(b) presents the variation of section side-force coefficient
with Reynolds number for the cylinders having dismond and rectangular
cross sections at a flow incidence of 10°. The results obtained with
the dismond cross sections (see upper plot of fig. 12(b)) show relatively
little effect of Reynolds number, and, as @@t be eqected~ the side-force
characteristics are somewhat similar to those of the triangular cylinder
(see lower plot of fig. 12(a)). The lower plot of figure X2(b) presents
a comparison of the results obtained for the two rectangular cylinders
and for the square cylinder; the trends with Reynolds nuniberare essen-
tiall.y.thesame for all.three cylinders. The flow studies previously
presented for the squsre cylinder apparently also apply for the rectsm-
ti cy~nders; therefore, no further discussion will be given except
to point out again that the changes in critical Reynolds nuuibersare
associated with the fact that the Reynolds numbers in the present inves-

. tigation are based on co rather than corner radius. In order to illus-
trate this fact, the results for the square and rectangular cylinders are
presented as a function of Reyuolds number based on corner radius in

i figure E!(c).”

In figure 12, side-force results were presented for only one angle
of flow incidence. Figure 13 summarizes the variation of section side-
force coefficient with flow incidence for all the cylinders of the present
investigation and for those of references 7, 8, and 14. Results, where
available, are shown for Reynolds numbers of 1,000,000 and 200,000. Also

shown is the theoretical value for a flat plate

(w)” ‘e ‘op
plots of figure 13 show the changes in the variation of side-force coef-
ficient with flow incidence as the cross section gradualdy changes from
a rectangle with major axis normal (when # = 0°) to the flow to an
NACA 001~ airfoil section alined (when @ = 0°) with the flow. At the
lower Reynolds number the curve for the initial rectangular cross section
differs greatly from the theoretical curve for the flat plate, but this
difference diminishes as the airfoil section is approached. The results
also indicate that at the higher Reynolds number the vmiatim of ~‘

with @ approaches that for the flat plate.regardless of cross-sectional
shape. Although interesting observations csn also be made with regsrd
to the results presented in the bottom of figure 13, they sre not dis-
cussed here since they will be considered in connection with application

. to directional stabili~.
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Directional Stability and Spinning Characteristics
L

of Three-DimensionalBodies

In order.to illuwbrate the degree to which the side-force character-
istics of the two-dimensional cylinders might be indicative of the direc-
tional stability characteristicsof three-dimensionalbodies at high
am.glesof attack, tests have been made on one circular-cross-section
fuselage and on two rectangular-cross-sectionfuselages. The fuselages
(see table I) were tested at an angle of sideklip of 5° through sm angle-
of-attack rsnge from O

.—
0 to 24°, end the side-force coefficient (based on

maximum cross-sectionalarea) developed is presented in the upper plot
of figure 14. The side-force coefficient, rather than-the yawing-moment

.=

coefficient, was selected because the yawing moment is dependent upon the
particular moment reference point selected and because existing methods

—

of applying two-dimensionaldata to three-dimensionalbodies appear to
be more successful with regard to the overall force than with regard to
the distribution of the force (fig. 9 of ref. 15). The results indicate
that the side force developed by the fuselage having a-circulsr cross

.

section was relatively Independent of angle uf attack. However, the side ..
force developed by the fuselages having rectangular cross sections was
greatly dependent upon angle of attack, especially for the rectangular
fuselage with the major axis vertical md this result is in general D

agreement with the trends indicated in reference 1. It should be men-
tioned that for current aircraft, with their long fuselage noses and
short tail lengths, the side-force ch=acteristics indicated for the
rectangul~ fuselages would tend to increase--thefusebge directional
instability at high angles of attack and supercritical crossflow Reynolds
numbera.

The side-force vsriation for the three fuselages, as estimated with
the aid of the two-dimensional-cylinderdata, is presented in the lower
part of figure 14. It shouldbe pointed out that, for the subcritical
crossflow Reynolds rnmiberswhich existed in the three-dimensionaltests,
the side forces developed on the two-dimensional cylinders would result
in a trend with angle of attack opposite to that encountered on the three- —

dimensional bodies end that it was necessary to use supercritical values
to obtain a reasonable correlation. Tnis fact, however, is not surprising”
in view of the rather large degree of interdependence%etween the cross-
flow and the axial flow observed in references 4 and 5 for angles of
attack up to 30° or 40°. Although considerable variation exists between
the measured and estimated side forces for each of the rectangular fuse-,,:.:-=. lages, the general trend, with regard to the effect of fuselage cross

—
—...<..”+

section, appears to be sufficientlywell defined to allow the use of two-..

dimensional cylinder data in the selection of fuselage cross sections.
—.

●

Also, a more rigorous method of applying the two-dimensional data might”
.—

be expected to result in better agreement. In view of the shortcomings
w–
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.

of the methods currently available, the use of the simplified method
. was believed to be justified. In this method it was assumed that the

small potential force on the boattailed afterbody, as predicted.by
theory, was not attained because of afterbody separation. The potential-
flow contribution to the side force was therefore restricted to the
expanding section of the nose, and the potential side-force coefficient
is-givm-by the following exp~ession (r~f. 3):

()Cy potential

The side-force coefficient is based on
of the fuselage. In using the
two-dimensional cylinder data
to estimate the nonpotential
side force contributed by the
crossflow, it is necessary to

. relate the angles of attack
and sidesldp and the free-
stream dynamic pressure of the

a three-dimensionalbody to the
crossflow incidence and
dynamic pressure as indicated
in sketch (e). Ikom this
sketch, it can be seen that

=- #33
.

the maximum cross-sectional

(1)

area

tang== V cos $ sin a

b

Vn

= $P+ and
$

Also, inasmuch as q

% = &Vn2, then
V sin ~

(qn = q cos2~ sin2a + sin2~)
Sketch (e)

l?romthese relationships, the nonpotential side-force coefficient can be
written as follows:

(cy’S cos2fisin2a + sin2$- )
(CY)nonpotential = (2)

A

where S is an effective side area of the fuselage and ~’ is the two-

dimensional side-force coefficient corresponding to @ snd can be obtained
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from figure 13 or from the basic data plots presented in figures 4 to 8.

(
In using figs. 4 to 8, it must be kept in mind that ~’ = Cy =O.EQ

)
Adding equations (1) and (2) gives for the total side-force coefficient

2p (
cy’S cos2~ sin2a + sfn2~

cy=-— )
57*3 +

(3)
A

For the special case of circular cross sections, ..

and
@!

cy=- 4L+—
57*3 @24

/
r

sin ~ cos2P sin2a + sin2@ (4)

The best method of selecting the effective side mea S for the
various fuselages is not obvious. The results presented in reference 15
for fuselages having circular cross sections indicate that, because of
the favorable pressure gradients, little croskflow separation occurs on
the expmdfng section of the nose. Therefore, it would appear that for
circular fuselages the side area rearward of the nose tangency point “-
might be a reasonable approximation. However, for the rectangular fuse-
lages the favorable gradients on the nose may increase-the chances of -
encountering (even at low crossflow Reynolds numbers) tie large side
forces encountered on the two-dimensionalcylinders at supercritical
Reynolds rmunbers. This, in addition to the fact that the adverse gra-
dients over the tapered afterbody probably deter the development of the
large side forces, would suggest the use of the side area ahead of the
tapered afterbody for the rectangular fuselages.

If the direct fuselage forces for current aircraft, with their long
fuselage noses and short tail lengths, are contributed-mainlyfrom the
portion of the fuselage ahead of the wing, then it would be desirable
from a static-directional-stabilitystandpo~nt to employ a cross section
which develops a positive slope of ~ against ~. Whenonly the high
Reynolds number results of figure 13 are considered, the square cross

— = 0.080 and the triangular cross section with rounded
‘ectiontith ;0
corners appear to be the most desirable cross sections of those tested.
with regard to static directional stabllity”d high ~gles of attack.

.

..—.—
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—
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As previously pointed out, the axial flow is important for angles
of attack up to 30° or 40°; however, for higher angles of attack, such

s as encountered often in spins, the axial flow has relatively little effect
on the crossflow characteristics. Thus, for certain cross sections, con-
siderable difference between model and f~ght spin characteristics could
possibly be encountered because of the differences in crossflow Reynolds
number. I&m figure 13, it appears that the rectangular and squsre cross
sections with corner radii would be particularly susceptible to scale
effects. Although comparisons between model and flight tests are not
available for these cross sections, low-scale tests of fuselages having
rectangular and e~iptical cross section (ref. 2) tend to substantiate
the applicability of the two-dimensional data snd, therefore, reinforce
somewhat the possibility of important scale effects. Figure 15 presents
the results of the spin tests of reference 2 along with the results of
the two-dimensional cylinders. In the upper part of figure 15 the
yawing-moment coefficient due to spinning is presented as a function of
the rate of spin for fuselages having rectsmgular and elliptical sfter-
bodies. The dsmping moment is considerably less for the rectangular
than for the elliptical afterbody, and at the lower spin rates a pro-
pelX.ng moment is probably generated for the rectangular sfterbody. This

. result is in qualitative agreement with the results for the two-dimensional
cylinders of the present investigation, as can be seen from the lower part
of figure 15. The side-force coefficient developed on rectangular and

. elliptical cylinders at flow incidence corresponding to those encountered
at the base of the fuselage during the spin is presented and it will be
noted that the characteristics are similsr to those obtained in the spin.
The results presented in figure 13, however, indicate that the particular
effects of cross section indicated in figure 15 would be essentially
eliminated at a crossflow Reynolds number of 1,000,000. Considerable
care must therefore be exercised in predicting spin-recovery character-
istics from tests of the model at low Reynolds number. With regsrd to
the cross-sectional shapes that might be desirable from the standpoint
of spin recovery, those having negative slopes of side force against
angle of incidence would be expected to provide aerodynamic damping and
would, therefore, be desirable. This side-force requirement is, of course,
opposite to that discussed previously for static directional stability
contributed by the forebody, sad, based on results at a Reynolds number
of 1,000,000, it appears that shsrp leading corners as well as diamond
and triangular cross sections should be avoided. However, verification
is needed at Reynolds numbers closer to those encountered in flight.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results obtained from
indicated that flow incidence,

tests of various
Reynolds number,

two-dimensional cylinders
and cross-sectional shape
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have rather large effects on their aerodynamic characteristics. The .

side force developed is especiaUy critical and very often undergoes a —

change in sign with a chsmge in Reynolds number. These side forces,
which can be very large, appear to have rather strong implications with %

regard to directional stability characteristics of tkv?ee-dimensional
bodies at high angles of attack, and desirable and undesirable cross-
sectional shapes, as determined from the two-dimensional tests, are
indicated. The results sre particularly applicable to spin character-
istics since the high angles of attack often encountered minimize the
axial-flow effect, and the results also indic:atethat, for certain cross
sections, care must be exercised in using test results obtained at low
Reynolds numbers to predict full-scale spin-recovery characteristics.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., September 171 19579

.
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. (a) Cross-sectional details. (Dimensions in inches.)

Figure 2.- Iktails of two-dimensional cylinders.
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(b) Photograph (taken
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mounted in wind tunnel.
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Figure 2.- Concluded-.”
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